
Important Tips You & Your Executor Need to Know - Summary 
. . . including the Changes to Probate Rules January 2013 

 
Choose Your Executor Wisely - candidate should be capable, responsible,  local and impartial 

 

Choose an Executor that will Outlive You - otherwise their Executor becomes Yours  

 

A Named Executor Can Renounce their Position - be sure your Executor is willing to 

serve - communicate with them 
 

No Will? - Intestate - don‟t leave a big mess behind - otherwise the Courts decide who gets your 

hard earned Estate 
 

Insolvent Estates - Who gets paid first? Funeral Home, Executor, Lawyer, Advisor, Revenue   

Canada, Creditor, Province 
 

Executor’s Fee - set by Provincial Courts - Ontario is 5% of Assets submitted for Probate.  A bank 

or Trust company may charge as high as 7% 
 

What is Probate? The process of the Provincial Court approving the presented Will as authentic 

and valid - once this process is complete a “Certificate of Estate Trustee” is issued to the  Executor - 
takes on average 6-12 weeks.  Estates worth less than $10,000 do not need to be probated.  Probate  
is not needed on the first spouse‟s death, but must go to probate on second spouse‟s passing 
 

Calculating Probate Fees - Ontario “Estate Administration Tax” is 1.5% of probatable assets - 

which include the value of bank accounts, mutual funds, home, vacation property, rental property, 
stocks/shares, savings bonds, extensive art or jewellery collection - the ONLY thing exempt from     
probate fees is Insurance Proceeds - such as the payout of a life insurance policy to a named       
beneficiary or any form of savings held in Segregated Funds left to a named beneficiary 
 

Who gets Paid?  The Minister of Revenue, the lawyer, the accountant and the Executor all base 

their fees on the amount of assets submitted for probate - depending on the structure of your estate, 
could be as high as 16.5% in total fees (or $82,500 on $500,000 of investments) 
 

Changes to Probate Rules - January 1, 2013 - new prescribed information required about the 

deceased - not yet disclosed by the Minister of Revenue.  A new 4 year assessment window which will 
require the Estate file to remain „open‟ for potential re-assessment by the Minister of Revenue.        
Misrepresentation may result in a minimum fine of $1000 or a maximum fine of 2 times the tax payable 
and/or 2 years imprisonment.  This will make the estate settlement process more costly and more time 
consuming, with greater potential for liability to the Executor.  It is now more important than ever to 
address your estate planning issues, to protect those left behind. 
 

Strategies to Avoid Probate 
 

Joint or Co-Ownership - often recommended by the bank teller - triggers a taxable disposition/

capital gains, if you are joint owner with your kids - you are responsible for their misfortunes - if they 
divorce the ex can lay claim to half of your asset.  I feel this is a risky recommendation.  The bank is 
not compelled to release assets in a joint account until they see the Certificate of Estate Trustee -    
issued after the Will is probated  
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Estate Friendly Investments - like Segregated Funds are much easier for your Executor, 

the value is not submitted for probate, lower professional fees, avoid 1.5% tax, avoids delays, value 

& beneficiaries remains private 

Segregated Funds - offered by a Canadian Life Insurance company - excellent tool to avoid 

probate fees & delays - proceeds paid out to beneficiaries within 2 weeks of claim - available in 

GIC‟s, Bond Funds, Dividend Funds, etc in RRSP‟s, RRIF‟s, TFSA‟s, Non-Registered savings accounts 

- Banks haven't told you about them because they can‟t offer them - lawyers either don‟t know 

about them or don‟t want you to know about them, as it reduces their fees.  Not all advisors are  

licensed to offer Segregated Funds.  They are called Segregated because they are segregated from 

the rest of the assets of the life insurance companies, who are heavily regulated and monitored by 

both the Federal and Provincial governments. 

A Probated Will becomes Public Record - anyone can pay a fee to obtain a probated 

copy of your Will - may create problems  

Executor is Personally Liable - for maintaining the credit-worthiness of the Estate and  

protecting the assets of the Estate until distributed.  The Executor has one year to settle the affairs 

of the Estate after which the beneficiaries can demand payment of their legacies and interest      

begins.  Must notify the home insurer that the home is vacant for insurance coverage to continue to 

be valid.  The Executor has a fiduciary duty to act only in the best interest of the deceased.  

Canada Post - As the Executor, take a copy of the Will & Death Certificate to Canada Post and 

have the mailed re-directed to you for free. 

Passing of Accounts - is a summary of the financial transactions of the Estate provided to the 

beneficiaries, who have a right to request this document from the Executor 

Executor’s Fee - if you are both the Executor and a beneficiary of the Estate, take your fee as 

an increase in inheritance, rather than a fee - to avoid paying income tax on the fee 

Experienced Advisor - not many advisors truly understand probate and specialize in Estate 

Planning.  My goal is to provide you with peace of mind that your life savings are secure and    

growing, and knowing when you become an angel we have simplified and preserved as much as 

possible for your Executor and beneficiaries.  I do not charge any fees to my clients. 

To learn more or for a complimentary review or   

Estate Plan Fire Drill  

please contact Léony deGraaf at  905-632-9900  or  leony@dgfs.ca   
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The information provided is for general educational purposes and could change without notice.   
Please consult a lawyer, accountant and/or financial advisor for personalized legal, tax and financial advice. 
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